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Introduction

Plato in his dialogue called “Theaetetus, What is knowledge 
(episteme)?” ” defined thoughts as “the conversation, which the soul 
holds with herself” (Theaetetus, 190a, 369 – 367 BCE)

Although the notion of self-talk exists from the ancient times, in the 
existing literature, the terminology of thoughts is often conveyed by 
different terms, which differ from theorist to theorist (Guerrero, 2005)



Introduction

Glass and Arnkoff (1997) described thoughts as  “cognitive products that… 
are an individual's thoughts, often referred to as self-statements, self-talk, 
automatic thoughts, or internal dialogue (p.911). 

In the sport psychology context, Hardy (2006) operationally defined self-
talk as  “verbalizations or statements addressed to the self, 
multidimensional in nature, having interpretive elements association with 
the content of statements employed, is somewhat dynamic and serving at 

least two functions; instructional and motivational for the athlete” (p. 84).



With regard to its generation, self-talk can be described as 
inherent or strategic. 

• Inherent self-talk refers to thoughts individual experience 
intrinsically, also referred to as automatic self-talk, because 
these are the things we say to ourselves which are not planned 
or prepared. 

• In contrast, strategic self-talk refers to the instrumental use of 
cues or phrases that are planned or used in a systematic way as 
a mental self-regulatory strategy.



Methodology of research on inner speech/ inherent self-talk

In cognitive assessment literature have been presented 
various methodological approaches in order to identify 
individuals’ cognitive processes or structures: 
•think-aloud 
•recording of private speech 
•self-statement inventories
•clinical interview
•thought listing



Measures of self-talk in sport psychology
Van Raalte et al. (1994) were the first to assess observable self-talk using the 
Self-Talk and Gestures Rating Scale (STAGRS). This observational tool was 
developed to record external self-talk and gestures during tennis matches 

1) Self-talk examination as a cognitive strategy 
Test of Performance Strategies-2 (TOPS-2) 
(Thomas, Murphy, & Hardy, 1999).

2) Self-Talk Use Questionnaire (STUQ), (Hardy et al., 2005), an instrument to 
assess where, when, what, and why ST is used.
3) Thought Occurrence Questionnaire for Sport- TOQS, examines the 
underlying structure of athlete’s negative thoughts (Hatzigeorgiadis & Biddle, 2000)

Measures of self-talk in sport settings



4) Zervas et al. (2007) developed the Self-Talk Questionnaire (S-TQ), an 
instrument comprised of two subscales with a specific emphasis on the 
instructional and motivational functions of self-talk.
5) Theodorakis et al. (2008) developed the Functions of Self-Talk 
Questionnaire (FSTQ), a psychometrically robust instrument that better 
captures the breadth of the functions of self-talk via its attentional focus, 
increase confidence, regulate effort, control cognitive and emotional 
reactions, and trigger automatic execution subscales  



6) Zourbanos, Hatzigeorgiadis, Chroni, Theodorakis, and Papaioannou 
(2009) developed the Automatic Self-Talk Questionnaire for Sport 
(ASTQS), a comprehensive (and hierarchically structured) instrument that 
identifies 8 distinct dimensions of self-talk (positive: psych up, confidence, 
anxiety control and instruction, and negative: worry, disengagement, 
somatic fatigue, and irrelevant thoughts). As a result of measurement 
development work carried out during this timeframe, researchers now 
have a number of options available to them should they wish to measure 
athletes’ use of self-talk



ASTQS has been 
translated in various 
languages: Dutch, 
German, Persian, 
Spanish, Turkish, 
Indonesian, Serbian, 
Romanian, & Finish. 



Strategic self-talk

The most interesting in terms of competitive sport question is the 
relationship between self-talk and performance; it’s a reciprocal 
relationship. On one hand, how athletes perform influence what they 
say to themselves, and in turn what athletes say to themselves may 
influence their performance (Hatzigeorgiadis et al., 2004)

When performing well, athletes are more likely to have more positive (e.g., 
self-affirmative; “nice”, “let’s go”) and less negative (e.g., self-deprecatory; “you 
stupid”, “not good enough”) self-talk; and in contrast, when performing poorly 
athletes are more likely to have more negative (e.g., self-blame; “another 
mistake”, “can’t take it anymore”) and less positive (e.g., self-praising; “doing 
well”, “keep going”) self-talk



Strategic self-talk

Self-talk strategies involve the use of cue words or small phrases
aiming at enhancing performance through the activation of
appropriate responses. The rational behind the use of self-talk
strategies is that athletes provide appropriate instructions or
directions for action to themselves and subsequently execute the
correct or appropriate action by simply following the self-
instruction they have used.



Strategic self-talk

A meta-analysis of studies on the effectiveness of self-talk interventions 
in enhancing performance (Hatzigeorgiadis, Zourbanos, Galanis, & 
Theodorakis, 2011) has provided more robust evidence for the value of 
self-talk strategies. Overall, it was found that self-talk interventions have 
a moderate effect on sport task performance (effect size = .48). 



Strategic self-talk

…It was revealed that self-talk was more effective
(a) when participants practiced self-talk over some sessions, rather than
just using it without practicing it

(b) for relatively fine tasks, such as precision and accuracy tasks (e.g.,
passing and shooting accuracy or tennis forehand), compared to
relatively gross tasks such as power and endurance tasks (e.g., cycling
or jumping performance)

(c) for novel tasks and tasks in the learning stage compared to well
learned tasks.

Self-talk strategies… WORK! 



Training of self-talk

How can we implement effective self-talk (ST) interventions? 

ST-IMPACT 

• Identify what you want to achieve 

• Match self-talk to needs 

• Practice different cues with consistency 

• Ascertain which cues work best for you

• Create specific self-talk plans 

• Train self-talk plans to perfection 



Personal Daily Training Self-talk Card



Conclusion

The utilization of multidisciplinary 
approaches, including physiological, 
psychophysiological, and 
neuropsychological perspectives could 
further develop a more comprehensive 
understanding of the self-talk 
phenomenon. Cross-cultural research 
would also likely facilitate our 
understanding of the content of athletes’  
self-talk used in different sports
and at various competitive levels and 
various cultures.
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